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We have learned the value of quality local 
green space within a short walk from our 
homes and work-places and the value of 
our recreational trails that have provided 

South Australians with places to enjoy 
nature, travel, and exercise.
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Chair’s Report

The last 12 months have been challenging to say the least.

At the start of the year our thoughts were with those affected by the bushfires, 
and we watched with sadness the devastation to our wildlife and to our bushlands. 
The destruction of the Kangaroo Island Wilderness Trail was a great loss for 
South Australia.

Since then we’ve been responding to a global 
pandemic, with an ever-changing set of rules around 
how we live and work, where we travel, how we 
interact, and how we communicate. We all learned to 
Zoom and some of us learned to Zoom and walk at 
the same time!

We have learned the value of quality local green 
space within a short walk from our homes and work-
places and the value of our recreational trails that 
have provided South Australians with places to enjoy 
nature, travel, and exercise.

I’m so proud of the work that the Executive Director 
and Walking SA Board have done this year in keeping 
our supporters and members informed, in keeping 
the organisation focussed on our core work, and in 
working together to ensure we remain in a strong 
financial position.

Also, many thanks to our supporters, member 
organisations, volunteers, sponsors, and the many 
people who have used our website and resources 
to support them to go for a walk.  Thankyou to 
Wellbeing SA and the Office for Recreation Sport and 
Racing for providing funding for the Adelaide100®, 
and for ongoing funding for the Executive 
Director position.

Our website has grown and supported the community 
when they needed it the most. The Walking SA 
website is the most popular site for finding walks in 
South Australia and also includes walking events, 
news, advocacy, member club details and information 
about our work.

Supporters can still join for just $22 a year.

The highlights are numerous for this year and include:

		Strategic work being completed through our three 
subcommittees:

	 		Walking for Recreation
	 		Walking for Transport
	 		Fundrasing and Finance

		Adelaide100® trail development underway with 
support from all councils on the route, and work 

started on trail signage 
and mapping.

		Working with our 
Kaurna collaborators 
on cultural signage 
and other projects

		Listening to our 
members, and 
developing a program 
to train new walk 
leaders

		Collaborative media releases calling on the 
government to prioritise walking

		An invitation to participate in the national advocacy 
group Cycling and Walking Australia and New 
Zealand

		Letters and submissions to government advocating 
for pedestrian safety

		Supporting trail maintenance, trail connections, 
trail strategy development, trail launches 

		Website development with new maps and over 750 
walks detailed and freely available 

		Collecting data on numbers of people using trails, 
and including pedestrians in the Super Tuesday 
counts

		Our regular newsletter now going out to 5,000 
subscribers

		Daily communication through a number of 
channels including Facebook (15,000 followers) 
and LinkedIn

We look forward to building on this work and 
continuing to influence our government to make 
walking a priority in South Australia.

Big thanks to our Executive Director Helen Donovan 
who has brought new energy to our organisation 
and thanks to co-chair Jeremy Carter who leads our 
marketing and communications work.

Happy walking for the year ahead!

Tuesday Udell 
Chair of Walking SA
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Individual supporters grew 
by 50% from just shy of 200 

people to almost 300 people.
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Our Members

Walking SA’s members include over fifteen active walking clubs with over 
2,000 individual walkers, key walking and trail organisations, businesses 
and local councils as well as almost 300 individual supporters and growing. 

In 2019/20 Walking SA:

		Maintained all our valued walking club members

		Increased individual supporters from just shy of 200 people  
to almost 300 people

We know you love walking and we need your 
support to help us achieve our vision of seeing 
“more people walking more often”.
If you’re able to, please support our work for 
as little as $22 per year.

Become a Supporter: walkingsa.org.au/join

Key Partners 
Member Walking Clubs

Organisation / Business Members

StakeholdersFunding Partner
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Our Board

Our volunteer Board has made a great contribution to the further development of 
Walking SA under the leadership of Tuesday Udell, whose contribution is particularly 
acknowledged in her role as Chair of Walking SA. The consolidation of the Walking SA 
Sub-Committees, Walking for Transport (led by Tuesday Udell) and Walking for Recreation 
(led by Jim McLean) and the significant work they have both done is greatly appreciated.

The primary role of the Board is to ensure good 
corporate governance and to establish the strategic 
direction of Walking SA. The Board is responsible 
for financial reporting and determining that the 
accounting policies used are appropriate to meet 
the requirements of the relevant State reporting 
agencies and are appropriate to meet the needs of 
our members. 

The Board consists of volunteers and is comprised 
of highly committed members who possess diverse 
backgrounds bringing a range of skills including 
business management, community engagement, 
finance, policy, research, marketing, IT, trail design 
and maintenance. During the year the Board met 
regularly in accordance with the Constitution to 
maintain oversight of activities, including high levels of 
financial control.

Board Members

Tuesday Udell 
Co-Chair
Tuesday joined the Board in October 2017, 
bringing her perspective on walking for health 
and transport. As Senior Policy Advisor with 
the Heart Foundation, she has a strong history of advocacy 
and creating healthy liveable neighbourhoods. With her 
experience in working with state and local government, 
policy development and strategic planning, she 
strengthens the position and advocacy work of Walking SA.

In November 2018 Tuesday took on the role of Chair and 
is excited to progress Walking SA’s Strategic Plan and to 
further increase our profile to better advocate for walking 
outcomes in South Australia.

Jeremy Carter 
Co-Chair
As a prolific and accomplished hiker with 
over 16 years professional experience in web 
development, graphic design and marketing 
Jeremy has merged his passions. Among his many 
accomplishments are the design and maintenance of both 
the Walking SA and Friends of the Heysen Trail websites 
providing strategy, marketing, newsletters and equipping 
hikers with online planning tools. Walking SA is the latest 
beneficiary of Jeremy’s invaluable skills.

Graeme Duncan 
Treasurer
Graeme has worked in finance roles in the 
not-for-profit sector, banking and funds 
management, tertiary education and state 
government. He has also contributed in volunteer roles, 
working with children, people experiencing homelessness, 
and people with a disability.

Graeme joined the board in 2020 and is looking forward 
to getting involved with more walking. He has enjoyed 
walking the Routeburn Track in NZ, and day walks in 
Tasmania, around Melbourne, Lake District in the UK and 
describes gradually ticking off sections of the Heysen Trail, 
Onkaparinga River National Park, Deep Creek, Mt Lofty or 
Rail Trails such Coast to Vines.

In Graeme’s words, “the physical and mental health 
benefits of walking are seriously under estimated and it’s 
nice to be part of an organisation like Walking SA and help 
get more people outside enjoying the surroundings and 
improving their health and wellbeing.”

Lorraine Thomas
As a keen bushwalker, Lorraine walks 
with and leads walks with ARPA 
Bushwalkers and Adelaide Bushwalkers, and 
will bring her enthusiasm and can-do attitude 
to Walking SA. She leds by example, demonstrating and 
encouraging others to get more involved in encouraging 
others to walk.
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Ben Trewren
Ben joined the Board in October 2017 and 
has a great passion for the outdoors as 
demonstrated by his work in bushwalking 
leadership with at-risk youth in Operation 
Flinders. Currently the Experiential Learning Manager at 
a new school design, Youth Inc., he is also a committee 
member on the Recreation SA Outdoors Committee, 
where he provides an excited determination to improve 
bushwalking experiences for all in South Australia.

Ben was awarded the 2018 Terry Lavender Churchill 
Fellowship to explore opportunities for trail destinations to 
attract and grow world class ‘shared-use’ interests. When 
not hiking trails, he is regularly found pedalling on his 
mountain bike or paddling in his kayak. Ben has a wealth 
of hiking experience, with his recent solo completion of 
the Larapinta Trail one of his most memorable adventures. 
Ben joins the Board with an ambition to engage more 
young people in the outdoors and because of this, he is a 
valuable addition to the Board.

Rod Quintrell
We welcomed Rod to the Board in October 
2018. As a board member of South 
Australia’s leading bushwalking training body, 
Bushwalking Leadership SA, and a member 
of Outdoors SA, Rod’s experience and qualifications in the 
fields of mental health and outdoor recreation/tourism 
broadens our perspective. Employed within a large 
South Australian outdoor education provider in business 
development and corporate training his skills and contacts 
will see the continued growth of Walking SA and our 
promotion of bushwalking.

Bill Gehling

Bill has been involved with Walking SA since 
its inception, as the founding President of 
Walking SA. Also involved in the leadership of 
Bushwalking Australia, and skilled in drafting policies, he 
brings valuable experience and perspective to the Board 
and the Walking for Transport sub-committee. 

Di Lind
Di is an enthusiastic bushwalker who joined 
the Board in October 2016. Being actively 
involved in ARPA Bushwalkers, Skyline 
Walkers and St Agnes Bushwalkers she brings 
a wealth of experience and enthusiasm to the Board and 
Walking for Recreation sub-committee.

Jim McLean
Jim joined the Board in October 2014 
with a special interest in walking location 
opportunities including trails. He is the Chair 
of the Walking For Recreation Committee.

He is the designer, and along with Walking SA the 
developer, of the Adelaide100®, a long distance loop trail 
of over 100km taking in the coast, the waterways and the 
Adelaide Hills.

He has designed and led short walks for Walking SA’s Trails 
Less Travelled and the April Hiking Expo.

He is keen to foster relationships with Walking SA affiliated 
members, having served on the Council of the Friends 
of the Heysen Trail and the Warren Bonython Heysen 
Trail Foundation, and is currently the Secretary of South 
Australian Recreation Trails Inc the developers of the 
Lavender Federation Trail. 

Ian Radbone
Ian joined the Board in 2017, broadening 
our perspective on walking for health and 
transport. With a background in transport 
research, public sector management and 
planning at the University of South Australia and in all 
three levels of government, he has a wealth of experience 
in transport planning, advocacy and policy development. 
He is a keen cyclist, and is a past Chair of the Bicycle 
Institute SA, which advocates for a safe and pleasant 
environment for transport cyclists in South Australia. He is 
also a former president of the SA divisions of the Planning 
Institute of Australia and the Australian Institute of Urban 
Studies.
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Executive Director’s Report

On 31 October 2019 I joined the Walking SA team, as Executive Director. I launched 
straight into a busy and exciting time, as Wellbeing SA and the Office for Recreation, Sport 
and Racing (ORSR) partnered with Walking SA to complete the Adelaide100® trail.

With the assistance of the board, Jim McLean 
and I immediately started the process of liaising 
with all the collaborating organisations along the 
Adelaide100® trail and have made excellent progress 
in the trail installation (further detail provided in the 
Adelaide100® report on page 18).

As we entered the beginning of 2020, we were 
busily planning the annual Walking SA Hiking Expo.  
COVID-19 forced a change of plans, and with some 
additional support from ORSR, we were able to pivot 
our efforts into updating and increasing our popular 
‘find a place to walk’ online database and mapping. 
While many other organisations were quiet over 
the initial COVID period, Walking SA experienced a 
massive increase in activity, as interest in walking and 
hiking surged. This was experienced as a significant 
spike in phone calls, email enquiries and web page 
hits, as people sought information on walking and 
hiking, and further evidenced by the consistent 
increase in foot traffic counts on almost all trails 
where data collection occurs. Several trails measured 
more than double the number of walkers/hikers. 

Although the cancellation of the annual Hiking Expo 
removed an opportunity for our walking community 
to connect face-to-face, we maintained regular 
contact through our newsletters, social media, and 
the provision of walking-specific COVID-19 updates 
to our member clubs. Recognising the potential for 
COVID-19 to have an ongoing (possibly episodic) 
impact on our work, we identified and commenced 
several important projects that we could commence 
that would be unimpacted by future changes in 
restrictions. Some of these included: surveying our 
member clubs on needs and priorities; collaborating 
with local government to promote local and regional 
trails across South Australia; and identifying gaps in 
the recreational trail network. 

Walking SA continues to 
collaborate with many 
organisations to achieve 
our vision of more people 
walking more often. Some 
of the collaborations we 
have participated in this 
year include:

		the creation of the Game 
On strategy by the Office of Recreation, Sport and 
Racing: an important piece of work that specifically 
highlights the importance of walking to increase 
the physical activity levels of South Australians

		supporting the Department of Environment and 
Water in identifying recreational trails for the 
opening of reservoirs and the promotion of trails in 
national parks

		contributing to the Open Your World website by 
Wellbeing SA in support of the physical and mental 
health needs of South Australians, especially 
during COVID-19

		working with Kaurna representatives on elements 
of the Adelaide100® trail

		partnering with organisations including the Heart 
Foundation, the Bicycle Institute of SA and Bike 
SA in advocating to all levels of government for 
additional funding for walking infrastructure, both 
for transport and for recreation

This year Walking SA continued to work with our 
interstate and international counterparts as a 
member of Bushwalking Australia (the national body 
representing recreational walking), and CWANZ 
(Cycling and Walking Australia and New Zealand).

The voluntary co-chairs and board of Walking SA are 
skilled, experienced, and dedicated. Their cumulative 
efforts make a huge contribution to walking in South 
Australia, and I would like to thank them for their 
support in my first 8 months with Walking SA.

Helen Donovan 
Executive Director
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Treasurer’s Report

Profit and Loss Statement

For the 2019-20 Financial 
Year, the Walking SA Board 
reports a surplus of $10,634, 
against a forecast surplus 
of $3,407. This variance of 
$7,227 is due to a number of 
overspends offset by larger 
underspends, as a result 
of a change of strategic 
focus due to COVID-19 and securing Adelaide100 
funding. This continues the trend of gradual financial 
improvement over the last four years.

Income (excluding the Adelaide100 funding) was 
essentially on Budget. This comprised a growth in 
support from individual and organisational members, 
offset by lower than forecast income from the Hiking 
Expo (cancelled due to COVID-19) and Sponsorships. 
Expenditure was less than forecast in Marketing, 
Subscriptions and Events, and higher than forecast in 
Web Costs, which is in line with less opportunity for the 
outdoor events and a greater online presence .

Balance Sheet

The majority of the Assets are Cash and Receivables. 
These reflect significant amounts received in 
government grants, either not spent (Cash) or awaiting 
receipt of funds (Receivables).  Similarly, the majority 
of Liabilities are the Grants in Advance received in 
2019-20, but carried forward to 2020-21. When 
Grants are received ahead of schedule, they become 
a liability in accounting terms, due to the (unlikely) 
scenario of needing to reply the unspent funds.

We are pleased to present to our members the 
audited accounts on page 22 and the Boards 
Annual Statement on page 28. We are paying a fair 
salary for the services of our Executive Director and 
any examination of the accounts will confirm that our 
overheads are modest. The many hours of volunteer 
time given by members of the Board have helped 
keep the costs of Walking SA to a minimum, especially 
considering the positive impact we believe we’re 
having on walking in South Australia.

The Board is again pleased to present a clear audit 
report on page 25

Graeme Duncan 
Treasurer

Walking SA continues to 
collaborate with many 

organisations to achieve 
our vision of more people 

walking more often.
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Committee Reports

Two key strategic sub-committees provide focus to our key areas, direct our energies 
productively and informing and equipping the Board in their decision making.

Walking for Transport Committee

The Walking for Transport Committee consists of:

		Tuesday Udell

		Ian Radbone
		Bill Gehling

		Helen Donvan

The Walking for Transport sub-committee broadens 
the scope of Walking SA to include walking for 
transport, walking for health and wellbeing as well as 
for recreation and sport.

This year the Committee has been working to raise 
the priority of walking on the agenda of state, local 
and federal government. We have joined numerous 
collaborative initiatives and have been strengthening 
relationships with established counterpart 
organisations such as the Heart Foundation, Victoria 
Walks and Queensland Walks. We are also developing 
links with local government, transport and planning 
organisations and their professional bodies.

COVID-19 has been a catalyst for seeking urgent 
solutions to keeping people healthy and active in their 
local areas. This has encouraged more walking on 
the streets, and parks in our urban areas.  We have 
been pleased to see the way that governments have 
responded with measures to fund local infrastructure 
and to make walking more attractive.  

An innovative response to the virus was to automate 
pedestrian signalling in the City of Adelaide (avoiding 
the need for pushing buttons) which had the benefit 
of providing more green time for pedestrians.  Along 
with the Heart Foundation, we called on the City to 
continue this positive initiative as well as extending 
“green man” crossing times. Many of the crossings 
remain automated.

Walking SA have been advocating for investment in 
pedestrian infrastructure to be part of Federal funding 
to stimulate the economy. This year we were pleased 
to see a redirection of funding into numerous grants 
for local council “shovel ready” projects including 
maintenance of footpaths, and better walking 
conditions in general.  Our arguments were that 
pedestrian infrastructure, including maintenance, was 
a very fast way of getting money spent and circulating 
in the economy.
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We have been building the profile and reputation of 
Walking SA as the lead voice in South Australia calling 
for more walking more often. Our expertise has been 
sought through:

		Invitation to join Cycling and Walking Australia and 
New Zealand (CWANZ), which was established in 
2018 as a leadership group to collaborate on and 
co-ordinate cycling and walking action at a national 
and international level;

		Interviewed as part of the Walking Strategy 
Planning report to Wellbeing SA

		Continued membership with the SA Active Living 
Coalition;

		Helen Donovan interviewed for the (un)Planned 
Adelaide podcast series;

		Radio interviews with ABC Adelaide, ABC North and 
West SA, and ABC Riverland

		Walking SA invited to sign a letter of over 100 
public health organisations calling for the 
government to enable safe walking and cycling 
during the COVID-19 pandemic and into the future;

		Invitation to attend City of Adelaide City Access 
Strategy workshop

		Helen Donovan invited to be a judge for 
the Australian Institute of Landscape 
Architects awards;

We have continued to be active in advocating for safer 
pedestrian environments. We are very concerned that 
the government has introduced and is broadening 
the use of Left Turn on Red After Stopping (LTOR) at 
intersections and we have written to both Transport 

Ministers suggesting ways in which LTOR could be 
made safer. We are planning a small awareness 
campaign at these intersections to try and prevent 
pedestrians being hit by turning cars.

We gained a lot of media attention for our work 
that identified the metro area’s 40km/h zones and 
how they related to crashes involving pedestrians.  
It highlighted the fact that the CBD has by far the 
highest level of pedestrian crashes, and is surrounded 
by suburbs with 40kmh traffic limits, yet maintains a 
50kmh limit.  Follow-up work and dealings with DPTI 
identified that the zig zag lines telling motorists to 
slow down in school zones are only painted on minor 
streets in the City, not the streets with all the traffic.

We advocated for 25km/h zones around the 9 major 
schools in the City of Adelaide. Twenty-percent of the 
City’s streets would be within school zones if they 
were anywhere else in the State. It seems that we as 
a community have decided that it is so important to 
move traffic quickly on the City’s streets that normal 
safety standards protecting our children should not 
apply. And this is despite the City having by far the 
highest number of pedestrians being hit in the State. 
The most common time for pedestrian crashes are 
on weekdays and between 8-9am and 3-4pm, that is, 
when children are going to and from school.

Walking SA is supporting the Heart Foundation’s push 
to develop and implement a State Walking Strategy 
which we hope will bring these efforts of state and 
local government together and achieve more people 
walking more often. A move that will benefit everyone.

Walking SA joins the Heart Foundation’s call for the state 
government to fund a state-wide Walking Strategy. A walking 

strategy would not only be good for health, but has 
numerous social, economic and environmental benefits.

Image source: Heart Foundation Healthy Active by Design
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Walking for Recreation Committee

The Walking for Recreation Committee consists of:

		Jim McLean

		Lorraine Thomas

		Ben Trewen

		Helen Donovan

		Rod Quintrell

		Di Lind

		Jeremy Carter

The Walking for Recreation Committee is a subgroup 
of the Board of Walking SA. It meets every other 
month, between the bimonthly Board Meetings.

Ongoing work includes the promotion of recreational 
walking opportunities, access issues, assessment 
of walking numbers, and links with other outdoor 
recreation groups. Tasks include the staging of special 
events, addressing issues from the public and higher 
authorities, creation of new walking opportunities, 
support for leadership training opportunities, 
and proactively identifying opportunities created 
by previously restricted spaces being opened for 
public recreation.

We’ve had a strong focus on progressing the 
Adelaide100®. Wellbeing SA has emerged as a prime 
supporter of this Walking SA project. Together with 
the Office for Recreation, Sport and Racing, they 
have provided funding support to complete what 
will become an iconic South Australian long-distance 
walking trail. We also thank the Skyline Walkers for 
their annual donation of $1,000, which will be used to 

create a section of trail through the Adelaide Hills.

Helen also keeps us informed of relevant matters 
from the Office of Recreation Sport and Racing, 
Recreation SA, Bushwalking Australia and other 
organisations. She is keen to establish a regular forum 
for our affiliated clubs. 

I report and seek feedback 
on the exciting new extended 
Glenthorne National Park 
plans, rail trail ideas, the former 
Belair Golf Park, the Kenneth 
Stirling Conservation Parks and 
the long tabled extension of 
the Pioneer Women’s Trail. I, 
as a member also of SA Recreation Trails Inc, present 
Lavender Federation Trail news and issues to the 
Committee for information and feedback.

The praise that Walking SA gets from the public for 
our website is most encouraging. Jeremy Carter’s work 
is nothing short of astounding. The 750 plus walks of 
every imaginable locale and variety is hard to believe. 
The information about who we are and what we do, 
the tools for getting involved in events and the regular 
newsletters are enabling and of the highest quality. 
Unsurprisingly, on the Committee, Jeremy’s role is 
promotions and marketing.
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Lorraine was new to Committee this year but has 
already made a significant contribution. Taking on the 
statistics of walker numbers that come to Walking SA 
from various groups and collections systems, she 
has collated and presented valued information to 
Committee about patterns of use of key walking 
destinations. A keen walker and club member herself, 
we quickly became aware of her interest in walking 
trails, existing and new. The knowledge and ideas 
she brings on locales such as Field River, Kangaroo 
Island, Mt George Conservation Park and the lower 
Eyre Peninsula are precious. We look forward to more 
next year.

Rod is also new this year and is making an outstanding 
contribution to Committee. With professional 
experience in the outdoor industry, Rod has interests, 
connections and knowledge in regulatory guidelines, 
bushwalking leadership and the business community. 
He has led our conversations about the Australian 
Adventure Activity Standards. With Bushwalking 
Leadership SA, he has commenced a Walking SA 
leadership development program for our member 
clubs which will continue throughout 2020-21. His 
connections with the SA Tourism Commission, the 
Tourism Industry Commission of SA and Outdoors SA 
are most valuable to us.

When Di is not in a Board or a Committee Meeting 
she is out walking or checking SA Government 
Gazettes for access issues. Her identification of and 
feedback on problem spots along tracks and trails 

and in parks and reserves is invaluable. She is to be 
thanked for chairing Committee meetings when I 
was double booked with other walking engagements. 
She will demonstrate her flexibility and ability to 
accommodate when she swaps roles with Lorraine 
after the AGM.

Having completed the Churchill Fellowship and 
written an extensive report, Ben is now bringing the 
benefits of the experience to the Committee table. 
In a short period of time he has built knowledge of 
adventuring and links with key stakeholders, which 
provides further opportunity for collaboration. He has 
put a lot of time, energy and effort into developing an 
extensive potential Walking SA trails shared use policy 
which he has just recently presented to Committee 
for consideration.

The Committee looks forward to another 
productive year.

Jim McLean 
Convenor, Walking for Recreation Committee

Ongoing work includes the promotion of 
recreational walking opportunities, access 

issues, assessment of walking numbers, and 
links with other outdoor recreation groups. 

Image source: Rachel Burchett 
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Website & Social Media

Our reach and engagement through our 
website, social media and email channels 
has has continuted to increase, helping 
us to see more people walk more often.

Find a Place to Walk directory

We’ve been expanding our entries in the Find a 
Place to Walk directory. These walks and trail entries 
inspire people to walk by promoting the many walking 
destinations in South Australia, and provide the tools 
and links to choose and walk the trail.

During 2019/20 year 139 new walks were added. The 
directory now comprises of 764 walks and trails, made 
up of:

		453 bushwalks (+97)

		159 city, town and suburb walks (+37)

		172 historical walks (+13)

Engagement

Our levels of engagement have been steadily 
increasing over the past four years.

		Website traffic has continued to grow year-on-year, 
with more visitors looking at more pages - the 
Covid-19 pandemic has seen website visitors surge 
by 85%.

		Our engagement levels through social media 
continue to increase - both in terms of the number 
of followers and also the reach of individual posts. 
Helen has been particularly good at generating 
social media content through the year.

		Our emailing list has grown organically by 20%. 
We now have 5,891 subscribers - up by 1,004 
subscribers from 12 months ago.

The Covid-19 pandemic has 
seen website visitors surge by 
85% as people seek outdoor 

recreational activities near their 
local neighbourhood, and then 

further within our State.
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Impact of Covid-19 Pandemic - building 
our Find a Place to Walk directory

The Covid-19 pandemic has seen website visitors 
surge by 85% as people seek outdoor recreational 
activities near their local neighbourhood, and then 
as intrastate travel reopened, places to go for a walk 
within our great State.

The surge in website visitors resulted in us surpassing 
our free usage limits for the interactive maps we used 
on walk entries pages. We were fortunate in getting a 
two-part grant from the Office for Sport, Recreation 
and Racing to fund the increased usage costs in 
the short term, and to develop and implement 
an alternative interactive mapping solution. The 
implemented solution is more robust, and quicker and 
easier to use. As a bonus, we took the opportunity 
to add elevation data to all our walk entries, assisting 
people to better understand the nature of a walk.

The cancellation of our annual April Hiking Expo saw 
us use the Office for Sport, Recreation and Racing 
grant funding as an opportunity to review many of our 
existing walk entries, and to invite participation from 
the public and walking community to add new walking 
entries. One hundred and thiry nine walk entries were 
added during this time. 

Our first list of trails and walks we were seeking info 
on was over 200 walks, and there are still about 100 
we’re still seeking. We’d welcome people collecting the 
info on those trails, so that we’d have  
the opportunity to add these to  
our website, so more people can  
discover the many great places to  
walk in South Australia.

954
12,52

1,547
1,709

989

1,981

4,352

530

41

45424016

average daily visitors

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

average daily 
page impressions

5,663

3,172

10,867

2020

7,644

Extra website visitors 
during Covid-19 pandemic

View walks we’re still 
seeking info on at 
walkingsa.org.au/seeking

Interactive elevation data and distance markers on all our walk entries 
assists people to better understand the nature of a walk or trail

Graph of numbers of visitors to our website
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The Adelaide100® trail

The Adelaide100® is a loop trail of over 100km that takes in the coast, waterways and hills of 
Adelaide. It traverses 13 local government areas and nine national parks. It is suitable for day 
walkers and long distance walkers alike with refreshment stops and accommodation along 
the way. It has an airport diversion for regional and international visitors. The trail is the result 
of the vision and dedication of Walking SA board member, Jim McLean.

This year, Walking SA was fortunate to receive funding 
from Wellbeing SA and the Office for Recreation, Sport 
and Racing, to complete the Adelaide100® trail.

With the support of the Walking SA board and our 
Project Advisory Group, we have made significant 
progress, with over a third of the trail now completed. 

This is a broadly collaborative project, having 
been lucky to work with numerous staff from the 
supporting councils and agencies who understand 
the many benefits of this long-distance trail and have 
enthusiastically assisted our efforts. 

The Adelaide100® trail is on Kaurna land. We have 
enjoyed developing a strong working relationship 
with our Kaurna collaborators to consider a number 
of elements along the trail, including signage, use 
of Kaurna language, linking up with existing stories 
and cultural markers along the trail, and many 
future possibilities.

The opening of Glenthorne National Park and the 
planned opening of Happy Valley Reservoir have 
provided an exciting opportunity for a re-route of 
the trail to incorporate and showcase these new 
recreational spaces. We plan to launch the trail in 
different sections as they are complete. 

The Walking SA team have been thrilled with the 
high level of interest we have received in this 
unique project. Attractive and enjoyable walking 
environments are the foundation of healthy 
communities and the Adelaide100® will enable more 
people to walk more often.

You can follow the Adelaide100® progress via our 
newsletter and online at adelaide100.com.au

Helen Donovan & Jim McLean
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The Adelaide100®

A loop walking trail of over 100km that takes in the coast,  
waterways and hills of the capital city of South Australia.
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West
Beach

Glenelg

Brighton

Sturt Gorge 
Recreation Park

Belair 
National 

Park
Stirling

Bridgewater

Norton
Summit

Morialta 
Conservation 

Park

Black Hill 
Conservation 

Park

Paradise

Adelaide

Mt George 
Conservation 

Park

Glenthorne National Park - 
Ityamaiitpinna Yarta

Mark Oliphant 
Conservation Park

Happy Valley 
Reservoir

Thorndon Park 
Reserve

Adelaide
Airport

River Torrens 
Linear Park

River Torrens 
Linear Park

Kingston
Park

Athelstone

West Beach 
to Kingston Park 

via Glenelg
13km

Kingston Park to Stirling 
via Glenthorne and Belair

35km

Stirling to Athelstone 
via Norton Summit

36km

Athelstone to West Beach
along River Torrens via Adelaide

30km

Status: 36% Completed
Black Hill Conservation Park to O’Halloran 
Hill Recreation Park via River Torrens and 

Coast Path currently complete

The Adelaide100® is a 100km 
circuit walk that traverses the 
city and the suburbs of Adelaide, 
South Australia.

It can be started from any point 
along the circuit, and spans from 
the beautiful coastline, through 
the CBD and suburbs, and into 
the Adelaide Hills.

The circuit utilises existing trails, 
accommodation, and services.

Attractive and enjoyable 
walking environments are 
the foundation of healthy 
communities. The Adelaide100® 
will enable more people to walk 
more often.

The coast section follows  
Adelaide’s beautiful beaches.

Discover a variety of unique bush trails 
through the Adelaide Hills, with majestic 

views over the city and coast.

The river section follows the peaceful 
green of the River Torrens linear park.

Vision and Project Management

Principal Project Partner
Funded by Wellbeing SA and the Office for Recreation,  

Sport and Racing, Government of South Australia

Walking SA recognises the Kaurna people as 
the traditional owners of the land on which 
the different sections of the Adelaide100® 

trail traverses.

Supporting Councils
The Adelaide100® trail passes through the  

following local government areas.

Subscribe to Adelaide100® 
project updates including news 

of trail section openings,  
maps, tours and events.

adelaide100.com.au

The Adelaide100® is a  trail being built and marked. It’s about 36% marked, with completion due mid 2021.

mid 2021
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Throughout October  
we’re celebrating walking  

with Walktober

Explore Trails Competition Find an Event

You’re just two feet 
from some of  

the best places  
in South Australia.



Walktober

Walktober continues to be a focus of Walking SA in promoting walking for health, leisure 
and transport. The Walktober 2019 initiative was funded from the Office for Recreation, 
Sport and Racing as part of the More People Walking More Often grant, which was a 
bundled grant for both the Walktober 2019 and Hiking Expo 2020initiatives. 

Walktober is a significant opportunity for Walking SA’s members to promote walking in their club or organisation as 
well as to reach out to the walking community at large to promote our vision of more people walking more often.

Our Walktober promotions are conducted via social media including Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, email and our 
website. The 2019 promotion covered three key aspects:

1  Exploring Trails

We promoted walking trails and routes through 
our Find a Place to Walk directory which had over 
620* walks listed, including bushwalks, walks around 
suburbs and towns, and historical walks.

(*it now has over 750)

2  Social Engagement

Throughout October we encouraged people to share 
their “view from my walk” photo via social media using 
the hashtag #walktoberSA, with weekly prizes.

The campaign was a great way to engage with people 
in whatever walking they’re doing and for them to 
promote walking to their friends.

During Walktober 2019 we expanded the competition 
to include a walk to school competition using the 
#way2go hashtag, Way2Go being an initative of 
Department for Infrastructure and Transport.

3  Find an Event

We promoted walk events so people can find events 
near them to join. Walk events throughout SA were 
listed on our event calendar for October. The calendar 
includes regular walks from our member clubs as well 
as other walking events from councils, health bodies 
and festivals.
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Balance Sheet
Walking SA Inc 
As at 30 June 2020

30 Jun 2020

Assets 
Bank 

WSA Cheque Account 69,482
WSA Savings Account 71,599

Total Bank 141,080
 
Current Assets 

 

Accounts Receivable 78,470
Total Current Assets 78,470

 
Non-current Assets 

 

Bond Money 417
Total Non-current Assets 417

Total Assets 219,967

 
Liabilities 

Current Liabilities 
Employee entitlement - annual leave 1,770
Grant in advance - Annual ORS Sustainability grant - -
Grant received in advance - Organisation Development 149,710
GST 11,689
PAYG Withholdings Payable 10,036
Superannuation Payable 321
Total Current Liabilities 173,526

Total Liabilities 173,526

Net Assets 46,441

 
Equity 

Current Year Earnings 10,634
Members Funds 35,806

Total Equity 46,441
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Profit & Loss
Walking SA Inc 
1 July 2019 to 30 June 2020

30 Jun 2020
Income 

Donations 2,608
Government Grants - Walktober/Hiking Expo 20,000
Government Sustainability Grant 25,000
Grants - Other (145)
Image Royalties 20
Interest Income 72
Members Insurance - Personal Accidents 1,505
Members Insurance - Public Liability 2,770
Space on our website 1,364
Sponsosrhip 3,182
Subscriptions Clubs 8,796
Subscriptions Individuals 6,220
Subscriptions Organisations 4,100
WSA Services 7,273
Total Income 82,765

Gross Profit 82,765

Plus Other Income
Grant - Adelaide100 49,626
Total Other Income 49,626

 
Less Operating Expenses 

Adelaide100 project 16,293
Advertising 79
All Office Expenses 397
Bank Fees 99
Bookkeeping Costs 815
Bushwalking Australia fees 1,143
Events Costs 72
Grant: Google Maps 174
Insurance - Office (25)
Marketing & Promotions Costs 600
Meeting costs 781
Member's Insurance - Personal Accident 1,146
Member's Insurance - Public Liability 2,450
Rent Rates & Utilities 3,470
Superannuation 8,191
Telephone & Internet 492
Wages and Salaries 63,557
Walking Expo costs 6,184
Walktober Project Expenses 9,023
Web Costs 6,815
Total Operating Expenses 121,756

Net Profit 10,634
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Statement of Significant Accounting Policies
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Auditors Report
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Auditors Report (cont)
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Auditors Report (cont)
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Board Resolution

Dated this 9th day of October 2020
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Statement of Board Members

Dated this 9th day of October 2020
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walkingsa.org.au
Ph 0457 006 620  |  office@walkingsa.org.au
Address  |  Level 4, 25 Leigh Street, Adelaide South Australia 5000
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